Standish Group
New Year’s Predictions

2022

The Standish Group
has been presenting our annual
New Year’s predictions for our followers for
30 years now—since 1991. We estimate our
forecasting has a hit rate of 80%, even with
some very way-out prognostications. The
predictions in this report were created by Jim
Johnson, Hans Mulder, and The Standish Group,
but they were influenced by surveys and
interviews of leading technology executives.

Another annual tradition we follow is to announce what we believe will be the most popular term or
acronym for the coming year. Two years ago it was “AIML” (Artificial Intelligence Machine Learning). Last year
it was “Team”. Other years showcased “enterprise,” “cloud,” and “disruption.”
This year, the word is “kinder”—
defined as having or showing a
friendly, generous, sympathetic, or
warm-hearted nature. For example:

This year, we’re presenting our predictions in the form of new rules.
Our five new rules/predictions to live
by during 2022 are:

•	“Alternatives to fossil fuels are kinder to the
environment.”

•

The Golden Rule

•

The Ben & Jerry Rule

•	“My current boss is much kinder than the
one before.”

•

Home Rules

•

The 80/20 Rule

•

•

The Moon Shot Rule

“You could be a little kinder to John.”

We also include a bonus prediction from Hans Mulder, our European research
director, who expects “democratic reforms.”
Thanks to Bruce Barnes, Tim Chou, Deb Cote, Jim Crear, and Harry Scott for their fine and important feedback.
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“A foolish consistency is the
hobgoblin of little minds.”
~Ralph Waldo Emerson

The Golden Rule
The Standish Group predicts there will be a return to civility in both work and personal relationships. People
will embrace being kinder. Why? Many of us are tired of being angry all the time and want to enjoy life.
People in general want to have more fun. The pandemic has caused many of us to rethink our priorities
and focus more on friendly and rewarding relationships. Although life is far from perfect and still presents
many challenges, people long for a more peaceful mind. They will reject negativity and avoid others who
are likely to disturb that peaceful mind. In general, people will try harder to keep and rekindle their good
relationships.
We wish, as do many others, that this change would happen overnight, but we understand that it will take
time; there is so much that divides us into entrenched camps. How, then, can we help this change along? We
need to invest in a narrative that proclaims “kindness is cool”—that kindness implies strength, not weakness.
We need to prove that working together does not mean surrendering our values to those with differing
opinions. There is strength in “agreeing to disagree” and looking for common ground in other areas. As a
society, we need to discard the notion of “purity of thought.” Actually, purity of thought is the true weakness,
and not being able to accept other opinions makes you weak-minded. In our diversity lies our strength.
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“This new business paradigm
empowers individuals to
better shape their own destiny
and leverage their existing
assets to their benefit.”
~John McAfee

The Ben & Jerry Rule
The Standish Group predicts greater equity within the ranks of the mid- to lower-level organizational
workforce. Upper management will be forced to provide higher compensation, better working conditions,
more benefits, and more education services. This trickle-down of improvement will turn into a tsunami that
will spur a greater distribution of wealth to the working class.
The Ben & Jerry Rule states that the highest person in the organization should be paid no more than 10
times the lowest-paid person. This rule includes all the C-level executives and spells doom for the “celebrity
CEO.” Workers are tired of executives getting rich from very high salaries, big bonuses, and liberal stock gifts,
warrants, and options while they get mere drips of raises, no bonuses, and only a few stock offerings. Of
course, some organizations, like Goldman Sachs, will resist such change—but the writing is on the wall, not
on the checks.
Once the reservoir of cheap, on-demand labor for organizations such as Uber and Lyft, “gig workers” will
unite and demand more equity. Special funds will be organized to provide them with health and other
benefits as well as stock options based on hours or activity units. This will encourage a tighter alliance
among gig workers. The relationship of employee to employer will go through a painful transformation that
will result in a more loosely alliance more like the tighter alliance as expressed above for the gig worker. This
will cause another large growth spurt in the free-lance and gig work force and, as a result, these workers will
demand and receive more equity. Governments around the world will need to consider special rules and
regulations, as gig workers become a substantial part of the overall world economy.
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“Infuse your life with action.
Don’t wait for it to happen.
Make it happen. Make your
own future.”
~Bradley Whitford

Home Rules
The Standish Group predicts the advancement and implementation of local on-demand “micro factories.”
The combination of AI, robots, and 3D printers, and the minimization of automated factory equipment, is
a compelling opportunity. In addition, the high cost and risk of long supply chains will drive instant supply
and demand for on-demand micro factories. Another catalyst comes in the form of the resignations of some
of our most talented workers, who have decided they want to be their own boss.
While many of these on-demand micro factories will start out in home garages, they will soon move to strip
and larger malls. The factory will include retail in the front, inventory in the middle, and the workshop in the
back. So, if you want to buy a new pair of jeans, you’ll walk in the front door, a laser will measure your size,
you’ll pick the style and customization you want, and then you’ll place your order. You’ll go to lunch at your
favorite restaurant and follow your meal by going back to the on-demand micro factory, where you’ll pick up
your new pair of jeans.
There will be some first-mover anomalies as this trend begins, and it will take time to grow to scale. Former
gig workers will drive much of this trend as they look for a more stable revenue stream. These are people
who have enjoyed the benefits of a more independent lifestyle but want to create their own equity.
This trend of “late customization” will eventually move farther up into the production process to where raw
material becomes the starting point. It’s a well-established means of product delivery in the vaping business,
for example, and it has also been adopted by some cosmetic outlets.
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“Fighting the future with
antiquated weapons is a
fool’s play.”
~Bruce Barnes

The 80/20 Rule
The Standish Group predicts the project economy will start fading in 2022. Organizations will start to reduce
the number of new projects on their dockets. Instead, they’ll move to a more continuous process, like
Infinite Flow. The Central Information Technology Authority (CITA) is the Standish Group’s vision for a kinder
and less controlling IT department. The CITA will reduce their services by concentrating on only enterprisesize/mission-critical applications. These applications will amount to about 20% of the applications used by
the organization. The other 80% will be the responsibility of individual business units. The CITA will advise
and mentor them with implementations, security, and support. The CITA will also arrange for business units
to buy IT products and services from a catalog with reduced costs. Some CITAs will create an enterprise
architecture, but will not enforce it as standard.
One of the main catalysts for this movement is the ever-increasing risk involved in cybersecurity. The CITA
will work to shore up enterprise applications to prevent attacks and reduce access.
Many organizations claim that their entire work force is charged with innovation. These same organizations
have failed to bring this about—by relying on the old-fashioned “suggestion box.” At most only about 20%
of the workforce even uses that box. Their organizations can’t get out of their own way, and meanwhile, the
overall environment of influencing trends, enabling technologies, and emerging opportunities rages on.
Executive leadership cannot dictate or force innovations from the top down. Many important innovations
are found serendipitously. All executive leadership can do is create an environment that truly nurtures
innovation—from the ground up.
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“The developers working
on AI in healthcare all talk
about the lack of data. The
problem isn’t that there is no
data. The problem is that it’s
just too difficult to reach.”
~Timothy Chou

The Moon Shot Rule
The Standish Group predicts that more HIROs (Health Intelligent Research Organizations) will execute
“healthcare moon shots.” For example, we envision a cure for sickle cell anemia. It uses a CRISPR and mRNA
process that has been shown to work, but is currently very expensive. We believe that in 2022, its cost will
be greatly reduced, and it will be used broadly. We also see great leaps in vision technology, such as artificial
retinas and advances in the treatment of macular degeneration. As predicted last year, the convergence
between the three distinct areas of healthcare research, data science, and artificial intelligence will make
great diagnostic leaps in practically all areas of healthcare.
While these leaps will lead to better treatment options, the next difficulty—and opportunity—will come
in tracking outcomes. We saw this with the healthcare industry’s response to the pandemic. The outcomes
from the vaccines are perfectly clear and quite amazing. Other treatment options may not offer such clearcut tracking and feedback, due to the variety of patients’ physical attributes, habits, and environments.
Solving this dilemma will require more data, a better understanding of AI, and intensive research. The major
breakthroughs for 2022 will come in the infrastructure and platforms needed to accomplish this solution.
Timothy Chou is a founder of BevelCloud, an edge cloud service engineered to provide application-specific,
privacy-preserving access to all healthcare data globally. The company launched with the moon-shot
mission of unlocking all the data from every healthcare machine in all 500 children’s hospitals in the world.
BevelCloud is the role model for healthcare moonshots.
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“There are some people
who live in a dream
world, and there are some
who face reality; and then
there are those who turn
one into the other.”
~Erasmus

Democratic Reforms
Hans Mulder predicts that the support of intelligent IT will drive a return to humanistic democratic reforms.
Hans sees the renewal of democracy in organizations, industry, and governments in which humanistic
principles are supported by principle-based AI and software in combination with highly skilled and highly
mature Flow teams of business and IT professionals. For example, in one Dutch governmental agency,
internal arbitrage is introduced to assess special cases in which civilians become victims of—simply put—
stupid laws, regulations, systems, and processes. Blockchain will also be applied to hand over central
ownership of data to individual civilians, customers, partners, patients, students, consumers, and so on. The
number of Open Data Sets will grow to fuel these developments.
Concepts such as Agile Law-making and LegOps (Legal & Operation Flow Teams) will be introduced in
government and business as well, for safeguarding a legitimate and just government performance. As these
concepts focus on the legal relations in legislation, new methods, such as DEMO, are needed to distinguish
elements related to process and data in legislation.
Note: Our 80% prediction hit-rate over the past 30 years has enabled our members to be better prepared.

The Standish Group is a primary research advisory organization that focuses on software development
performance. Using our extensive primary research, you can improve your investments in software. We
are a group of highly dedicated professionals with years of practical experience helping organizations
improve. Go to www.standishgroup.com for more information.
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